
JOLY
DAVID

Ful l  Stack  Deve loper

Full Stack Developer passionate about cat, tennis, music and programming, I strive to create 
tomorrow's websites and applications while respecting good development practices. At the 
moment, I'm very interested in software architecture and making sure to minimize the 
technical debt by using architecture processes like clean architecture or hexagonal 
architecture. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

IT Consulting and Full Stack Developer
Big hairdresser, restaurant and butcher's shop
Self-employed as a supplement

03/2018 - 02/2020
Belgium

Development of a management interface for business

All-in-one solution proposal with hosting and data backup

Explanation and documentation for non-technical people

Realization of professional quality code with Laravel based 
on specifications and agile tasks

Study of the various possible technologies and languages in
adequacy with the objective
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C
T +32 499 12 74 04

Brussels, Belgium

mishapro@mm.st

mishaa.dev/Resume.pdf

github.com/SirMishaa

linkedin.com/in/joly-david

SOFT SKILLS
Hard worker

Flexibility

Teamwork

Problem solving

Time management

HARD SKILLS
PHP

Typescript

Vue 2 / 3

POO

DDD

Linux

NodeJS

GraphQL

MySQL

Laravel

Docker

Symfony

SOLID

DevOps approach

LANGUAGES
French (Native Proficiency) 

English (Professional Working Proficiency) 

Dutch (Elementary Proficiency)

INTERESTS
Video games Music Technology

Artificial intelligence Astronomy

Science Sport

Full Stack Developer
Development of management system and website

07/2020 - Now
Banleues

Implementation of the architecture

Realization and implementation of docker images

Setting up CI/CD

Unit tests and E2E tests

Realization of quality code with documentation and in
compliance with the SOLID principle

Full Stack Developer & Mobile Developer
Development of a mobile app. and a real time stock tracking website
Self-employed as a supplement for a customer

01/2021 - Now
Belgium

Development of a management interface for business

Mockup integration using Mobile First approach

Realization of the server part with Laravel 8

Realization of a real time microservices in Rust 
communicating using NATS (message brocker)

Creation of a complete GraphQL  API with Laravel 
Lighouse and full functional test using Pest

Full Stack Developer
Technical intervention on the production (K8S)  in the operation team

09/2021 - 02/2022
Optimy

In-depth debugging with xDebug, Sentry and VueJS devtools

Large-scale refactoring

Administration and intervention on K8S clusters

Writing script for Import / export of customer data in 
production

Solving critical tickets on Jira



Radar - Development of an all-in-one solution in order
to modernize companies. (01/2020)

Radar is designed to be simple to use, modern, 
ergonomic and secure. We are therefore studying 
the possibilities in terms of technologies.
We accompany customers towards a painless 
technological migration by explaining to them the 
power of technology.
We o�er them accurate statistics on their business 
and integration with the Google My Business API.
We propose personalized o�ers according to the 
business, the demands and the budget.

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Udemy, Academind, Symfonycasts &
FrontendMasters
E-learning and self-study with senior developer

2018 - Now

Cours

NodeJS - The Complete Guide (incl. MVC, REST APIs,
GraphQL) (36 hours)

JavaScript - The Complete Guide 2020 (50 hours) & 
the hard parts of Javascript

Vue JS 2 - The Complete Guide (incl. Vue Router &
Vuex) (21 hours)

Laracasts - Laravel 8 From Scratch (8 hours) 

EDUCATION

RNCP - Title of level 6 (BAC + 4)

Application Developer - PHP & Symfony

2019 - 2020

Cours

In-depth learning of object oriented programming

Learning the SOLID principle and unit tests

Apprenticeship as a developer and delivery of
professional quality code

Creation of a small modern framework


